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There is no way that I can find to completely remove PowerDVD 9. No option I can
find actually offers to remove the program. It's like it's stuck inside there. Now

that I have booted into Ubuntu, how can I get rid of this thing? A: Normally,
running the install.exe file (in your question, "PowerDVD9.exe") should do the job.
After you've run it, install the appropriate driver, restart your computer and your

DVD/Blu-ray-Player will play your DVD normally again. If you don't have a DVD/Blu-
ray-Player, you could copy the WindowsCD-DVD into your DVD-Drive and play it.

However, the PowerDVD9.exe file you mentioned in your question is a broken
package. You should not run this file. You might have created this file yourself or
obtained it from an unreliable third-party source. If you've created it, try to find a
real PowerDVD9.exe package (not an incomplete one) and replace the broken one

with the real one. If you got it from an unreliable third-party source, you should
remove the installation files and reinstall it from a reliable source (e.g., this

Ubuntu package). This package is broken in many ways; you might consider just
keeping it disabled. == Identifiers === Identifier syntax *`_(?)`_* *`(.+)`* *`(/..)`*

*`(..)/`* == Scope resolution === Contained in parenthesis *Operators are
scoped in `()`* *Methods are scoped in `{}`* *Classes are scoped in `{}`* ===

By function argument *Operators are scoped as by-name argument to the
function* *Methods are scoped as by-name argument to the function* *Classes are

scoped as by-name argument to the function* === By default *When the
programmer uses the `this` keyword in a method or function, any mention of

`this` is replaced by a short identifier name of the variable or property containing
`this` (e.g., `self`)* *By default, the identifier name uses snake casing (e.g., `self`

becomes `self c6a93da74d
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